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Revision as Resistance in Twentieth-Century American Drama Sep 05 2020 American dramas consciously rewrite the past as a means of determined criticism and
intentional resistance. While modern criticism often sees the act of revision as derivative, Malburne-Wade uses Victor Turner's concept of the social drama and the
concept of the liminal to argue for a more complicated view of revision.
Tragic Rites Mar 31 2020 An analysis of the literary and dramatic function of ritual within the world of Sophocles' plays, for scholars of Greek tragedy, ancient
theater, and poetics.
Decolonizing the Stage Jan 22 2022 A study of post-colonial drama and theatre. It examines how dramatists from various societies have attempted to fuse the
performance idioms of their traditions with the Western dramatic form, demonstrating how the dynamics of syncretic theatrical texts function in performance.
The Anthropology of Performance Aug 29 2022 Considering social drama, ritual, and postmodern consciousness in relation to the idea of performance, Victor
Turner explores the interplay of event, spectacle, audience, and culture and offers new insights into the nature of performance.
The Drama of Social Life Apr 12 2021 Whatever else they may be doing, human beings are also and always expressing themselves whenever they are in the
awareness of others. As such, the metaphor of life as theater - of people playing roles to audiences who review them and then coordinate further action - is an
ancient idea that has been resurrected by social scientists as an organizing simile for the analysis and understanding of social life. The Drama of Social Life
examines this dramaturgical approach to social life, bringing together the latest original work from leading contemporary dramaturgical thinkers across the social
sciences. Thematically organized, it explores: ¢ the work of classical and contemporary thinkers who have contributed most to this theoretical framework ¢ the
foundational concepts of the dramaturgical approach ¢ a rich array of substantive areas of empirical investigation to which dramaturgy continues to contribute ¢
directions for future dramaturgical thinking. An indispensable collection that updates and extends the dramaturgical framework, The Drama of Social Life will
appeal to scholars and students of sociology, social psychology, performance studies, cultural studies, communication, film studies, and anthropology - and all
those interested in the work of Goffman and symbolic interactionist theory and practice.
Equipment for Living Jun 02 2020 Equipment for Living: The Literary Reviews of Kenneth Burke is the largest collection of Burke's book reviews, most of them
reprinted here for the first time. In these reviews, as he engages famous works of poetry, fiction, criticism, and social science from the early 20th century, Burke
demonstrates the prominent methods and interests of his influential career.
Shakespeare and the Culture of Paradox Oct 26 2019 Exploring Shakespeare's intellectual interest in placing both characters and audiences in a state of
uncertainty, mystery, and doubt, this book interrogates the use of paradox in Shakespeare's plays and in performance. By adopting this discourse-one in which
opposites can co-exist and perspectives can be altered, and one that asks accepted opinions, beliefs, and truths to be reconsidered-Shakespeare used paradox to
question love, gender, knowledge, and truth from multiple perspectives. Committed to situating literature within the larger culture, Peter Platt begins by examining
the Renaissance culture of paradox in both the classical and Christian traditions. He then looks at selected plays in terms of paradox, including the geographical
site of Venice in Othello and The Merchant of Venice, and equity law in The Comedy of Errors, Merchant, and Measure for Measure. Platt also considers the
paradoxes of theater and live performance that were central to Shakespearean drama, such as the duality of the player, the boy-actor and gender, and the
play/audience relationship in the Henriad, Hamlet, As You Like It, Twelfth Night, Antony and Cleopatra, The Winter's Tale, and The Tempest. In showing that
Shakespeare's plays create and are created by a culture of paradox, Platt offers an exciting and innovative investigation of Shakespeare's cognitive and affective
power over his audience.
The Ritual Process Jan 10 2021 In The Ritual Process: Structure and Anti-Structure, Victor Turner examines rituals of the Ndembu in Zambia and develops his
now-famous concept of "Communitas." He characterizes it as an absolute inter-human relation beyond any form of structure. The Ritual Process has acquired the
status of a small classic since these lectures were first published in 1969. Turner demonstrates how the analysis of ritual behavior and symbolism may be used as
a key to understanding social structure and processes. He extends Van Gennep's notion of the "liminal phase" of rites of passage to a more general level, and
applies it to gain understanding of a wide range of social phenomena. Once thought to be the "vestigial" organs of social conservatism, rituals are now seen as
arenas in which social change may emerge and be absorbed into social practice. As Roger Abrahams writes in his foreword to the revised edition: "Turner argued
from specific field data. His special eloquence resided in his ability to lay open a sub-Saharan African system of belief and practice in terms that took the reader
beyond the exotic features of the group among whom he carried out his fieldwork, translating his experience into the terms of contemporary Western perceptions.
Reflecting Turner's range of intellectual interests, the book emerged as exceptional and eccentric in many ways: yet it achieved its place within the intellectual
world because it so successfully synthesized continental theory with the practices of ethnographic reports."
Ritual: A Very Short Introduction Dec 29 2019 Ritual is part of what it means to be human. Like sports, music, and drama, ritual defines and enriches culture,
putting those who practice it in touch with sources of value and meaning larger than themselves. Ritual is unavoidable, yet it holds a place in modern life that is
decidedly ambiguous. What is ritual? What does it do? Is it useful? What are the various kinds of ritual? Is ritual tradition bound and conservative or innovative and
transformational? Alongside description of a number of specific rites, this Very Short Introduction explores ritual from both theoretical and historical perspectives.
Barry Stephenson focuses on the places where ritual touches everyday life: in politics and power; moments of transformation in the life cycle; as performance and
embodiment. He also discusses the boundaries of ritual, and how and why certain behaviors have been studied as ritual while others have not. Stephenson shows
how ritual is an important vehicle for group and identity formation; how it generates and transmits beliefs and values; how it can be used to exploit and oppress;
and how it has served as a touchstone for thinking about cultural origins and historical change. Encompassing the breadth and depth of modern ritual studies,
Barry Stephenson's Very Short Introduction also develops a narrative of ritual's place in social and cultural life. ABOUT THE SERIES: The Very Short Introductions
series from Oxford University Press contains hundreds of titles in almost every subject area. These pocket-sized books are the perfect way to get ahead in a new
subject quickly. Our expert authors combine facts, analysis, perspective, new ideas, and enthusiasm to make interesting and challenging topics highly readable.
Revelation and Divination in Ndembu Ritual Oct 07 2020 Drawing on two and a half years of field work, Victor Turner offers two thorough ethnographic studies of
Ndembu revelatory ritual and divinatory techniques, with running commentaries on symbolism by a variety of Ndembu informants. Although previously published,
these essays have not been readily available since their appearance more than a dozen years ago. Striking a personal note in a new introductory chapter,
Professor Turner acknowledges his indebtedness to Ndembu ritualists for alerting him to the theoretical relevance of symbolic action in understanding human

societies. He believes that ritual symbols, like botanists' stains, enable us to detect and trace the movement of social processes and relationships that often lie
below the level of direct observation.
The Performance Studies Reader Mar 12 2021 The Performance Studies Reader is a lively and much-needed anthology of critical writings on the burgeoning
discipline of performance studies. It provides an overview of the full range of performance theory for undergraduates at all levels, and beginning graduate students
in performance studies, theatre, performing arts and cultural studies. The collection is designed as a companion to Richard Schechner's popular Performance
Studies: an Introduction (Routledge, 2002), but is also ideal as a stand-alone text. Henry Bial collects together key critical pieces from the field, referred to as
'suggested readings' in Performance Studies: an Introduction. He also broadens the discussion with additional selections. The structure and themes of the Reader
closely follow those of Schechner's companion textbook. The articles in each section focus particularly on three primary areas in performance studies, theatre,
anthropology and sociology/cultural studies.
The Roots of Theatre Sep 25 2019 The topic of the origins of theatre is one of the most controversial in theatre studies, with a long history of heated discussions
and strongly held positions. In The Roots of Theatre, Eli Rozik enters the debate in a feisty way, offering not just another challenge to those who place theatre’s
origins in ritual and religion but also an alternative theory of roots based on the cultural and psychological conditions that made the advent of theatre possible.
Rozik grounds his study in a comprehensive review and criticism of each of the leading historical and anthropological theories. He believes that the quest for
origins is essentially misleading because it does not provide any significant insight for our understanding of theatre. Instead, he argues that theatre, like music or
dance, is a sui generis kind of human creativity—a form of thinking and communication whose roots lie in the spontaneous image-making faculty of the human
psyche. Rozik’s broad approach to research lies within the boundaries of structuralism and semiotics, but he also utilizes additional disciplines such as
psychoanalysis, neurology, sociology, play and game theory, science of religion, mythology, poetics, philosophy of language, and linguistics. In seeking the roots
of theatre, what he ultimately defines is something substantial about the nature of creative thought—a rudimentary system of imagistic thinking and communication
that lies in the set of biological, primitive, and infantile phenomena such as daydreaming, imaginative play, children’s drawing, imitation, mockery (caricature,
parody), storytelling, and mythmaking.
Between Theater and Anthropology Sep 29 2022 In performances by Euro-Americans, Afro-Americans, Native Americans, and Asians, Richard Schechner has
examined carefully the details of performative behavior and has developed models of the performance process useful not only to persons in the arts but to
anthropologists, play theorists, and others fascinated (but perhaps terrified) by the multichannel realities of the postmodern world. Schechner argues that in failing
to see the structure of the whole theatrical process, anthropologists in particular have neglected close analogies between performance behavior and ritual. The
way performances are created—in training, workshops, and rehearsals—is the key paradigm for social process.
A Culture of Play Jan 28 2020 Improvised Theatre as a form of performance has blanketed the globe. From New York City to Hong Kong to Mumbai, there are
performers who share a common philosophy and vocabulary of action that allows them to create stories and relationships that move and entertain people. In this
book of essays, Fortier explores this art as a tool for reflection, a means of cross-cultural communication, and a window into a way of being that may be our key to
survival as a species. Fortier's interdisciplinary approach to the subject brings together the fields of anthropology, performance, evolutionary biology, and
neuroscience to help expand the view of improvised theater beyond trite games into a grass-roots form of social rebooting. These essays are relevant to anyone
who is curious about new approaches to personal, professional, and group development. This book may also be the beginning of the conversation on how we can
transform away from disparate cultures of fear to a more unified Culture of Play.
Performance Studies Jul 28 2022 In this second edition, the author opens with a discussion of important developments in the discipline. His closing chapter,
'Global and Intercultural Performance', is completely rewritten in light of the post-9/11 world. Fully revised chapters with new examples, biographies and source
material provide a lively, easily accessible overview of the full range of performance for undergraduates at all levels in performance studies, theatre, performing
arts and cultural studies. Among the topics discussed are the performing arts and popular entertainments, rituals, play and games as well as the performances of
everyday life. Supporting examples and ideas are drawn from the social sciences, performing arts, post-structuralism, ritual theory, ethology, philosophy and
aesthetics. User-friendly, with a special text design, Performance Studies: An Introduction also includes the following features: numerous extracts from primary
sources giving alternative voices and viewpoints biographies of key thinkers student activities to stimulate fieldwork, classroom exercises and discussion key
reading lists for each chapter twenty line drawings and 202 photographs drawn from private and public collections around the world.
Performance Theory Feb 20 2022 First Published in 1988. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
The Anthropology of Experience Sep 17 2021 Fourteen authors, including many of the best-known scholars in the field, explore how people actually experience
their culture and how those experiences are expressed in forms as varied as narrative, literary work, theater, carnival, ritual, reminiscence, and life review. Their
studies will be of special interest for anyone working in anthropological theory, symbolic anthropology, and contemporary social and cultural anthropology, and
useful as well for other social scientists, folklorists, literary theorists, and philosophers.
Urban Bush Women Aug 17 2021 Provocative, moving, powerful, explicit, strong, unapologetic. These are a few words that have been used to describe the
groundbreaking Brooklyn-based dance troupe Urban Bush Women. Their unique aesthetic borrows from classical and contemporary dance techniques and theater
characterization exercises, incorporates breath and vocalization, and employs space and movement to instill their performances with emotion and purpose. Urban
Bush Women concerts are also deeply rooted in community activism, using socially conscious performances in places around the country—from the Kennedy
Center, the Lincoln Center, and the Joyce, to community centers and school auditoriums—to inspire audience members to engage in neighborhood change and
challenge stereotypes of gender, race, and class. Nadine George-Graves presents a comprehensive history of Urban Bush Women since their founding in 1984.
She analyzes their complex work, drawing on interviews with current and former dancers and her own observation of and participation in Urban Bush Women
rehearsals. This illustrated book captures the grace and power of the dancers in motion and provides an absorbing look at an innovative company that continues to
raise the bar for socially conscious dance.
Games and Play in the Theater of Spanish American Women Jul 04 2020 In the seventeen dramatic texts examined in this study, women writers from Spanish
America have self-consciously incorporated games into their plays' structures to highlight from a woman's perspective the idea that life, as well as the theatre, is a
game. Some dramas are so overtly about games that the word appears significantly in their titles. Others reflect game playing in less direct ways or connect
metatheatrical examinations of role-playing to the ludic. In every drama examined, however, a game of some sort plays a key role in the construction of the
playtest. By looking at the nature and number of the games played in these women-authored dramas from the past fifty years, we can see the ways in which play
is used to effect social control and the connections between play and aggression, gender, history and politics. In these representative dramas, the theatre serves
as a vehicle for encouraging audiences to think about (if not act upon) the issues that have shaped Spanish America. Games, rules, winners and losers join
together as the playwrights explore events and times of fundamental importance in the countries' historical and political evolutions.
On the Edge of the Bush Feb 29 2020
The Future of Ritual Jul 16 2021 In The Future of Ritual, Richard Schechner explores the nature of ritualised behaviour and its relationship to performance and
politics. A brilliant and uncontainable examination of cultural expression and communal action, The Future of Ritual asks pertinent questions about art, theatre and
the changing meaning of 'culture' in today's intercultural world. An exciting new work by the author of Performance Theory.
Dramas, Fields, and Metaphors Oct 19 2021 In this book, Victor Turner is concerned with various kinds of social actions and how they relate to, and come to
acquire meaning through, metaphors and paradigms in their actors' minds; how in certain circumstances new forms, new metaphors, new paradigms are
generated. To describe and clarify these processes, he ranges widely in history and geography: from ancient society through the medieval period to modern
revolutions, and over India, Africa, Europe, China, and Meso-America. Two chapters, which illustrate religious paradigms and political action, explore in detail the
confrontation between Henry II and Thomas Becket and between Hidalgo, the Mexican liberator, and his former friends. Other essays deal with long-term religious
processes, such as the Christian pilgrimage in Europe and the emergence of anti-caste movements in India. Finally, he directs his attention to other social
phenomena such as transitional and marginal groups, hippies, and dissident religious sects, showing that in the very process of dying they give rise to new forms
of social structure or revitalized versions of the old order.
Tragedy in Athens Dec 09 2020 This book examines the performance of Greek tragedy in the classical Athenian theatre. David Wiles explores the performance of
tragedy as a spatial practice specific to Athenian culture, at once religious and political. After reviewing controversies and archaeological data regarding the fifthcentury performance space, Wiles turns to the chorus and shows how dance mapped out the space for the purposes of any given play. The book shows how
performance as a whole was organised and, through informative diagrams and accessible analyses, Wiles brings the theatre of Greek tragedy to life.
Victor Turner and Contemporary Cultural Performance Jun 26 2022 In the twenty years following Victor Turner's death, interventions on the interconnected

performance modes of play, drama, and community (dimensions of which Turner deemed the limen), and experimental and analytical forays into the
anthropologies of experience and consciousness, have complemented and extended Turnerian readings on the moments and sites of culture's becoming.
Examining Turner's continued relevance in performance and popular culture, pilgrimage and communitas, as well as Edith Turner's role, the contributors reflect on
the wide application of Victor Turner's thought to cultural performance in the early twenty-first century and explore how Turner's ideas have been re-engaged,
renovated, and repurposed in studies of contemporary cultural performance.
Theatre Symposium, Vol. 21 Nov 27 2019 Volume 21 of Theatre Symposium presents essays that explore the intricate and vital relationships between theatre,
religion, and ritual. Whether or not theatre arose from ritual and/or religion, from prehistory to the present there have been clear and vital connections among the
three. Ritual, Religion, and Theatre, volume 21 of the annual journal Theatre Symposium, presents a series of essays that explore the intricate and vital
relationships that exist, historically and today, between these various modes of expression and performance. The essays in this volume discuss the stage
presence of the spiritual meme; ritual performance and spirituality in The Living Theatre; theatricality, themes, and theology in James Weldon Johnson’s God’s
Trombones; Jordan Harrison’s Act a Lady and the ritual of queerness; Gerpla and national identity in Iceland; confession in Hamlet and Measure for Measure;
Christian liturgical drama; Muslim theatre and performance; cave rituals and the Brain’s Theatre; and other, more general issues. Edited by E. Bert Wallace, this
latest publication by the largest regional theatre organization in the United States collects the most current scholarship on theatre history and theory.
CONTRIBUTORS Cohen Ambrose / David Callaghan / Gregory S. Carr Matt DiCintio / William Doan / Tom F. Driver / Steve Earnest Jennifer Flaherty / Charles A.
Gillespie / Thomas L. King Justin Kosec / Mark Pizzato / Kate Stratton
Towards a Poor Theatre Jul 24 2019 "In 1968, Jerzy Grotowski published his groundbreaking Towards a Poor Theatre, a record of the theatrical investigations
conducted at his experimental theater in Poland. This classic work on acting and performance is now available once again. In his preface to the original edition,
Peter Brook wrote: "Grotowski is unique. Why? Because no one else in the world, to my knowledge no one since Stanislavski, has investigated the nature of
acting, its phenomenon, its meaning, the nature and science of its mental-physical-emotional processes as deeply as Grotowski." More recently, Richard
Schechner has called Grotowski "one of the four great directors of Western theater." Jerzy Grotowski was born in Poland in 1933. In 1982 he moved to the United
States and worked at the University of California. He later moved to Italy, where he continued his unique and intense theatrical investigation. He died in
1999"--Publisher description.
Performance Theory Jun 14 2021 Few have had quite as much impact in both the academy and in the world of theatre production as Richard Schechner. For
more than four decades his work has challenged conventional definitions of theatre, ritual and performance. When this seminal collection first appeared,
Schechner's approach was not only novel, it was revolutionary: drama is not just something that occurs on stage, but something that happens in everyday life, full
of meaning, and on many different levels. Within these pages he examines the connections between Western and non-Western cultures, theatre and dance,
anthropology, ritual, performance in everyday life, rites of passage, play, psychotherapy and shamanism.
The Aesthetics of the Oppressed Aug 05 2020 Augusto Boal's workshops and theatre exercises are renowned throughout the world for their life-changing effects.
At last this major director, practitioner, and author of many books on community theatre speaks out about the subjects most important to him – the practical work
he does with diverse communities, the effects of globalization, and the creative possibilities for all of us.
Breaking Boundaries Aug 24 2019 Liminality has the potential to be a leading paradigm for understanding transformation in a globalizing world. As a fundamental
human experience, liminality transmits cultural practices, codes, rituals, and meanings in situations that fall between defined structures and have uncertain
outcomes. Based on case studies of some of the most important crises in history, society, and politics, this volume explores the methodological range and
applicability of the concept to a variety of concrete social and political problems.
Insurrection: Holding History May 14 2021 A remarkable debut by a talented new African-American playwright.
By Means of Performance Apr 24 2022 The field of performance studies embraces performance behaviour of all kinds and in all contexts, from everyday life to
high ceremony. This volume investigates a wide range of performance behaviour - dance, ritual, conflict situation, sports, storytelling and display behaviour - in a
variety of circumstances and cultures. It considers such issues as the relationship between training and the finished performance; whether performance behaviour
is universal or culturally specific; and the relationships between ritual aesthetics, popular entertainment and religion, and sports and theatre and dance. The
volume brings together essays from leading anthropologists, artists and performance theorists to provide a definitive introduction to the burgeoning field of
performance studies. It will be of value to scholars, teachers and students of anthropology, theatre, folklore, semiotics and performance studies.
In Amazonia Jun 22 2019 The Amazon is not what it seems. As Hugh Raffles shows us in this captivating and innovative book, the world's last great wilderness
has been transformed again and again by human activity. In Amazonia brings to life an Amazon whose allure and reality lie as much, or more, in what people have
made of it as in what nature has wrought. It casts new light on centuries of encounter while describing the dramatic remaking of a sweeping landscape by residents
of one small community in the Brazilian Amazon. Combining richly textured ethnographic research and lively historical analysis, Raffles weaves a fascinating story
that changes our understanding of this region and challenges us to rethink what we mean by "nature." Raffles draws from a wide range of material to
demonstrate--in contrast to the tendency to downplay human agency in the Amazon--that the region is an outcome of the intimately intertwined histories of humans
and nonhumans. He moves between a detailed narrative that analyzes the production of scientific knowledge about Amazonia over the centuries and an absorbing
account of the extraordinary transformations to the fluvial landscape carried out over the past forty years by the inhabitants of Igarapé Guariba, four hours
downstream from the nearest city. Engagingly written, theoretically inventive, and vividly illustrated, the book introduces a diverse range of characters--from
sixteenth-century explorers and their native rivals to nineteenth-century naturalists and contemporary ecologists, logging company executives, and river-traders. A
natural history of a different kind, In Amazonia shows how humans, animals, rivers, and forests all participate in the making of a region that remains today at the
center of debates in environmental politics.
Schism and Continuity in an African Society Nov 07 2020
Carnival and Theater (Routledge Revivals) Nov 19 2021 In this title, first published in 1985, Michael Bristol draws on several theoretical and critical traditions to
study the nature and purpose of theatre as a social institution: on Marxism, and its revisions in the work of Mikhail Bakhtin; on the theories of Emile Durkheim and
their adaptations in the work of Victor Turner; and on the history of social life and material culture as practiced by the Annales school. This valuable work is an
important contribution to literary criticism, theatre studies and social history and has particular importance for scholars interested in the dramatic literature of
Elizabethan England.
Migrants in Translation Feb 08 2021 Migrants in Translation is an ethnographic reflection on foreign migration, mental health, and cultural translation in Italy. Its
larger context is Europe and the rapid shifts in cultural and political identities that are negotiated between cultural affinity and a multicultural, multiracial Europe.
The issue of migration and cultural difference figures as central in the process of forming diverse yet unified European identities. In this context, legal and illegal
foreignersÑmostly from Eastern Europe and Northern and Sub-Saharan AfricaÑare often portrayed as a threat to national and supranational identities, security,
cultural foundations, and religious values. This book addresses the legal, therapeutic, and moral techniques of recognition and cultural translation that emerge in
response to these social uncertainties. In particular, Migrants in Translation focuses on Italian ethno-psychiatry as an emerging technique that provides culturally
appropriate therapeutic services exclusively to migrants, political refugees, and victims of torture and trafficking. Cristiana Giordano argues that ethno-psychiatryÕs
focus on cultural identifications as therapeuticÑinasmuch as it complies with current political desires for diversity and multiculturalismÑalso provides a radical
critique of psychiatric, legal, and moral categories of inclusion, and allows for a rethinking of the politics of recognition.
Experiential and Performative Anthropology in the Classroom Mar 24 2022 The contributors gathered here revitalize “ethnographic performance”—the performed
recreation of ethnographic subject matter pioneered by Victor and Edith Turner and Richard Schechner—as a progressive pedagogy for the 21st century. They
draw on their experiences in utilizing performances in a classroom setting to facilitate learning about the diversity of culture and ways of being in the world. The
editors, themselves both students of Turner at the University of Virginia, and Richard Schechner share recollections of the Turners’ vision and set forth a
humanistic pedagogical agenda for the future. A detailed appendix provides an implementation plan for ethnographic performances in the classroom.
Vom Ritual zum Theater May 26 2022 Victor Turner hat in diesem erstmals 1982 erschienenen Buch Maßstäbe für die Anwendung ethnologischer, an »fremden
Kulturen« gewonnener Erkenntnisse gesetzt. Er hat die Rituale, Symbole und Interaktionsformen der Industriegesellschaft dem ethnologischen Blick ausgesetzt
und dabei ihre Theatralität und ihre Spielstrukturen erforscht: die Inszenierungen und Rollenspiele des Alltags. Besonders interessierte Turner sich dabei für
gesellschaftliche Krisensituationen beziehungsweise »soziale Dramen« und die Funktionen von Ritual und Spiel bei ihrer Bewältigung. Sein Forschungsansatz hat
nachhaltige Wirkungen entfaltet, unter anderem in den Arbeiten von Erving Goffman. In ihrer für diese Ausgabe neu verfassten Einleitung verbindet Erika FischerLichte die Perspektive von Turner mit aktuellen Theorien des Performativen und der Aufführung.

Black Theatre Dec 21 2021 An insider's view of Black theatres of the world and how they reflect their culture, concerns, and history.
Indian Theatre May 02 2020 Indian Theatre expands the boundaries of what is usually regarded as theatre in order to explore the multiple dimensions of theatrical
performance in India. From rural festivals to contemporary urban theatre, from dramatic rituals and devotional performances to dance-dramas and classical
Sanskrit plays, this volume is a vivid introduction to the colourful and often surprising world of Indian performance. Besides mapping the vast range of performance
traditions, the volume provides in-depth treatment of representative genres, including well-known forms such as Kathakali and ram lila and little-knowa
performances such as tamasha. Each of these chapters explains the historical background of the theatre form under consideration and interprets its dramatic
literature, probes its ritual or religious significance, and, where relevant, explores its social and political implications. Moreover, each chapter, except for those on
the origins of Indian theatre, concludes with performance notes describing the actual experience of seeing a live performance in its original context. Based on
extensive fieldwork, Indian Theatre is the first comprehensive account of the subject to be written by Western specialists and addressed to the needs of readers in
the West. It will be a valuable resource for all students of Indian culture and a standard work in the history of theatre and performance for years to come.
From Ritual to Theatre Oct 31 2022 Turner looks beyond his routinized discipline to an anthropology of experience . . . We must admire him for this.-Times
Literary Supplement
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